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Cookbook 
US $26.95/ CAN $28.95

More than 130 
inviting, approachable,  

delicious recipes and tips

Make the most of New England’s seasonal harvest! 

Always  in Season
Elise Richer  

Islan
dport Press

WrittEN by Elise Richer   illustratEd by Teresa Lagrange

Always in Seasontwelve Months of Fresh recipes     from the Farmer’s Markets of New England

Always in Season will help you prepare fresh and flavorful 
meals, whether you’re shopping at the farmer’s market, 
opening your CSA box, growing your own produce, or browsing at the grocery store. 

Elise Richer takes you through each month of the year, highlighting a few select ingredients that are in season. With glorious illustrations by Maine artist Teresa Lagrange, 
entrees, side dishes, salads, soups, and baked goods are all 
featured, showcasing traditional and contemporary ways  
of using what is available locally. 
As you’ll discover with Always in Season, New England 
farmer’s markets are a treasure trove of flavor, all year long. 

“Reading this beautifully illustrated book is like being in the company 
of a savvy friend as she helps you sort out the contents of your CSA 
basket or your latest farmer’s market haul. This is great New England 
home cooking and a testament to the pleasures and possibilities of 
eating locally and in season.” 

– Amy TRAvERSo, senior lifestyle editor at Yankee Magazine and author of The Apple Lover’s Cookbook “Elise has captured the unique and outstanding flavor of New 
England’s year-round bounty. I’m excited to see her show how simple 
and effective techniques, combined with a bold desire to use anything 
and everything from the farmer’s market, can consistently yield 
healthy, satisfying, delicious meals, while supporting ecologically and 
socially sound practices to the utmost. 

– DAvID SCoTT LEvI, chef and owner of Vinland restaurant 
(Portland, ME)

J

Always in Season gives you delicious,  
easy-to-make recipes you can prepare the 
same day you bring your fresh produce 
home from the market. The recipes are 
organized by month to best take  
advantage of the ingredients that are  
in season whether it is April or October. 
Author Elise Richer provides wonderful, 
fresh ideas that allow you to make the 
most of New England’s seasonal harvest!

By Elise Richer; illustrated by Teresa Lagrange

Always in Season
Twelve   Months of Fresh Recipes 

from the Farmer’s Markets of New England

Meet author Elise Richer
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